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Abstract 
Japanese returnees and Coda (Hearing Children of Deaf adults) are bilingual 
and bicultural groups, yet invisible in Japanese society. Both groups have 
experienced marginalization from their peers in Japan due to their language use 
and bicultural identity. Coda and returnees alike are shown to be seeking an 
identity that they can reconcile with their cultural context in Japan. This joint 
paper aims to develop the concepts of bilingualism and biculturalism by sharing 
the experiences of these unique minority groups in Japan.  
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要約 
本論文は、日本人帰国生とコーダ（聞こえない親を持つ聞こえる子ども）
のバイリンガリズムとバイカルチュラリズムについて考察する。２つのグ
ループは、一見関係性のないように見える。しかし、両グループは、彼ら
のバイリンガリズムとバイカルチュラリズムに日本社会において注目され
てこなかったという点において共通している。また、両グループとも、日
本において疎外感を感じ、日本の文化的コンテクストにおいて安心できる
アイデンティティを求めているという点も類似している。本論文は、日本
におけるユニークな少数グループの経験を共有することによりバイリンガ
リズムとバイカルチュラリズムの概念を広げることを目的とする。 
 
キーワード：アイデンティティー、バイリンガリズム、バイカルチュラリ
ズム、帰国子女、学生、コーダ 
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1. Introduction 
 
Individual difference is not typically something that is celebrated in Japanese 
society. Those who are different by choice or circumstances can find themselves 
marginalized or ostracized by those around them. For example, on the basis of 
ethnicity, minority communities such as Chinese and Koreans can find it difficult 
to be accepted in Japan, while NEETs (Not in Employment Education or 
Training) and Freeters (low-skill workers in highly insecure jobs) may be kept at 
the fringes of society due to their economic status. This paper1 discusses two 
invisible minority groups of Japanese people, returnees and Coda (Hearing 
Children of Deaf Adult/s), who, while seemingly having little in common at first 
glance, in fact share this status of difference from the majority of those living 
around them. Both groups experience marginalization due to their language use 
and their unique experiences which fall outside the norms of Japanese culture. 
 
This paper aims to draw on interview data from two studies in order to discuss 
the experiences of Japanese returnees and Coda, focusing on their identities as 
bicultural and bilingual individuals. The concept of biculturalism was drawn 
from literature on acculturation (Berry 1997), which generally typifies it as the 
capacity to maintain connections with and be able to function within two 
different cultures. However, researchers have also identified a range of 
different varieties of bicultural identity. Some characterize it as dynamic, with 
individuals wielding the ability to ‘swing’ back and forth, alternately adopting 
the behaviours and practises of one culture or another as the situation demands 
(Toomey, Dorjee and Ting-Toomey 2013). It has also been conceptualised as a 
synthesis of heritage culture and receiving culture, selected and blended into a 
‘truly bicultural’ fusion identity (Benet-Martinez et. al. 2002). In this paper, we 
view bicultural identity not as a static fixed point, but as a dynamic process that 
undergoes change in different directions over time. In this view, bicultural 
individuals are influenced by and have connections with two cultural contexts, 
with these influences and connections varying over time and circumstance. 
Regarding bilingualism and referring to individuals as bilingual, we agree with 
Kachru’s (1982), among others, definition of bilinguals as possessing linguistic 
repertoire in two languages such that they can effectively communicate and 
function within certain contexts. This understanding is also useful as it does not 
restrict the focus of interest to an individual’s proficiency in a language, but 
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encompasses aspects such as style and register, which are highly relevant when 
communicating in more than one cultural context. Both Japanese returnees and 
Coda discussed in this paper fit these definitions of bicultural and bilingual. 
 
In the first section of this paper, Lovely adopts a narrative analysis approach to 
analyze and discuss the case stories of four Japanese people who are returnees to 
Japan after undergoing schooling in the U.S.A. Upon returning to Japanese 
society, most of the returnees had experiences of difference and marginalization 
due to their language use and experience living outside Japan. Their bilingual 
identity, particularly their relative lack of Japanese proficiency, and their 
accompanying bicultural experiences tended to have social disadvantages. 
Consequently, in some cases participants were still seeking ways of being in and 
belonging to Japanese society.  
 
In the next section of the paper, Ando discusses ideas of ‘Coda identity’ by 
analyzing interview data from five adult Coda participants. Coda are not just 
children of disabled parent/s; they are also often described as bilingual in sign and 
spoken language and bicultural in Deaf and Hearing culture. However, their 
language use and unique experiences are often ignored, and only the fact that their 
parent/s are disabled is emphasized in Japanese society.  
 
Despite the fact that Japanese returnees and Coda are considered as bicultural and 
bilingual groups in the literature, they are often ignored in discussions at the 
societal level. This is because there is often the flawed assumption that the term 
bicultural individuals refers to those who have two different ethnic or national 
backgrounds, while bilingual people are often understood to mean those who can 
use two spoken languages, each with the same proficiency as a monolingual 
individual has in one spoken language. Since their nationality and their 
appearance are Japanese, the unique experiences and language use of both 
returnees and Coda are invisible in Japanese society. Therefore, this joint paper is 
significant in that it contributes to developing the general concepts of bilingualism 
and biculturalism by sharing the experience of two invisible minorities in Japan: 
Japanese returnees and Japanese Coda. 
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2. Japanese returnees 
 
2.1 Overseas English study and returnees as bicultural and bilingual 
individuals 
 
As government and policymakers increasingly push for internationalization of 
higher education in Japan (Rose and Mckinley 2018), more and more Japanese 
university students have the opportunity to study and live overseas. Research 
has demonstrated that overseas experience produces linguistic and intercultural 
competencies which can be of great benefit to Japan’s society and industry 
(Fry 2007). Overseas study is particularly promoted for the improvement of 
English language skills. However, it is important to consider not only the 
potential for acquisition of language skills, but also the potential for cultural 
identity change that can occur during an overseas sojourn and can vary widely 
from individual to individual.  
 
Indeed, returnees represent a considerable range and variety with regards to 
English proficiency, time spent abroad, and extent of their adjustment to their 
former host country. This makes it difficult to limit the definition of 
‘returnee’, a problem previously acknowledged by Yoshida et. al. (1999) in 
their investigation of re-entry problems among Japanese returnees. Moreover, 
while they partly vyan adult returnee as an individual who has spent a 
‘significant’ part of his/her developmental years living outside Japan, they 
refrain from defining ‘significant’, because they acknowledge that period of 
time spent abroad is not necessarily directly proportional to the impact and 
quality of overseas experiences. Accordingly, there are studies on Japanese 
returnees that have included individuals who studied and lived abroad for 
widely varying periods of time, such as Ford (2009), which examined 
individuals who had lived outside Japan from three to eleven years. However, 
literature on returnees has acknowledged them as possessing bicultural and 
bilingual identities by virtue of their language skills and overseas experiences 
(Willis, Onoda and Enloe 1994; Yoshida et. al. 1999; Kanno 2000; 2003). 
 
As such, a number of studies on Japanese returnees have found that Japanese 
students and sojourners returning to Japan struggle with re-adjustment to 
Japanese society, particularly when returning from cultural environments 
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considered to be vastly different to that of Japan, such as those in the U.S.A., 
Canada, and the U.K. (White 1988; Yashiro 1992; Kanno and Norton 2003; 
Yoshida et al. 2009). This aligns with other literature on bicultural identity 
which reveals that bicultural individuals often feel a sense of internal conflict, 
finding it difficult to reconcile different aspects of their cultural identity in 
everyday life (Boski 2008; Toomey, Dorjee and Ting-Toomey 2013). As discussed 
earlier, conceptualizations of bicultural identity are still being introduced and 
refined, thus calling for further investigation into the experiences of returnees, 
among other bicultural individuals.  
 
2.2 The study 
 
During the period from November 2017 to May 2018 a qualitative study2 was 
conducted with a total of six Japanese participants, five of whom had lived outside 
Japan for a period of at least six months. The participants all received a sheet of 
information about the aims and procedure of the study, and after gaining their 
signed consent to participate, five of the participants were interviewed four times, 
while one participant was interviewed twice. During the interviews, which were 
semi-structured in nature and lasted from approximately forty-five minutes to 
ninety minutes each, the participants were asked to talk about their social 
networks, in particular focusing on their use of communication technologies such 
as smartphones and online communication tools including instant messaging 
applications and social networking sites. As a supplement to the interviews, they 
were asked to fill out timelines of important events relating to their overseas 
experiences and return. These timelines served as a useful visual and memory aid 
during the interview period and have been used in other qualitative studies 
involving young people and children (Bagnoli 2009; Jackson 2013).  
 
The interviews were all voice-recorded, and during the interview period, were 
listened to multiple times, followed by summaries being written of each interview. 
Relevant sections relating to participants’ engagement with mass media, 
communication technologies, and their social networks were transcribed word for 
word. For the purposes of this paper, parts of the data that relate to the themes of 
bilingualism and different experiences of marginalization in Japan are discussed.  
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Table 1: Japanese returnee participants 
Participant3 Sex Age Demographic Period spent in the 
U.S.A. (approx.) 
Ami Female 22 University student 8 months 
Misaki Female 22 University student 1 year 
Natsumi Female 22 University student 7 years 
Mayu Female 22 University student 8 years  
Yumi Female 32 
White collar employee 
Married 
One child 
7 years 
Hiro Male 32 
White collar employee 
Married 
One child 
4 years 
 
The participants were a diverse group, representing a spectrum of overseas student 
experiences. Table 1 shows relevant information about all six participants, 
although in this paper only the narratives of four of the participants are discussed, 
as explained in the following section. At the time of the interviews two of the 
participants, Natsumi and Mayu, were university students in their final year. 
Natsumi and Mayu lived in the U.S.A. with their families for about seven and 
eight years respectively; Natsumi from approximately age five to twelve and 
Mayu from approximately age one to seven years. They formed friendships with 
non-Japanese classmates and developed English proficiency from a young age. 
Their interviews were conducted using English.  
 
The other two participants discussed here, Yumi and Hiro, were adults in their 
early thirties, both married with young children. They had each completed 
university degrees in American universities. While Hiro returned to Japan shortly 
after graduating, Yumi chose to stay longer in America and found a full-time job.  
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2.3 Participants’ narratives of language use and marginalization in Japan  
 
This paper will only focus on the relevant excerpts from the stories of Natsumi, 
Yumi, Hiro, and Mayu, as despite the diversity in age, experience, and 
circumstances among the participants, these four all shared commonalities in 
their stories of their return to Japan. They all had experiences of being 
marginalized, by their Japanese friends, peers at school and university, and work 
colleagues, or otherwise feeling they did not wholly fit in. At the time of the 
interviews these participants were yet to settle into a new, acceptable identity for 
themselves in Japan. Their experiences in the workplace and with school and 
university peers left them in no doubt of their difference and misfit status in the 
society to which they had returned.  
 
Although the participants did not necessarily explicitly attribute their 
experiences of marginalization and difference to their overseas sojourn, it had 
impacted their use of Japanese language, which markedly separated them from 
their Japanese peers.  
 
-  Natsumi  
For example, Natsumi’s peers during high school had bluntly 
commented to her that her Japanese was katakoto (片言), i.e. broken 
or halting (Natsumi interview 1). She also remarked during the same 
interview that she did not know many Japanese honorific terms – 
keigo (敬語) – and was uncomfortable using them. She referenced 
language use again in the final interview with her when describing 
the university sports team of which she was a member. The team was 
known for its demanding schedule – early morning practices five 
days a week, and its traditional hierarchical social structure among 
the team members. Honorific language was expected from junior 
members when interacting with their senior teammates. As a 
third-year student, Natsumi might have expected to have received her 
share of deference from the younger students, but this was not 
necessarily the case. In fact, as she related during her interviews, she 
instead felt that she was seen as an unusual or ‘weird’ senior 
(Natsumi interview 4), someone who did not quite fit in with the rest  
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of the team. Her teammates told Natsumi that it was difficult to 
communicate with her as her Japanese was ‘incomplete’ or vague and 
difficult to understand (Natsumi interview 4).   
 
Initially, Natsumi claimed that it was due not to her time overseas, 
but instead her natural personality and way of speaking. Almost 
immediately following that, in the same interview she then partially 
contradicted herself by saying that she believed her fluent English 
influenced her way of speaking in Japanese. It was evident from these 
comments that Natsumi had not yet found a way to fully resolve the 
impact of her time in the U.S.A. and her English language 
proficiency, on her identity and place in the Japanese cultural context. 
She seemed to have resigned herself to being singled out as ‘other’ 
and different, and preferred reading English literature to forming 
closer connections with her peers.  
 
While bilingual skills are a useful and marketable trait in the Japanese workforce, 
the bicultural identity and experiences that accompany it are not always so 
welcome. For the participants in the study, at the peer-to-peer level, and also 
from workplace superiors or club seniors, their bicultural identity was a 
handicap to overcome or fix.  
 
- Yumi 
After graduating from university, Yumi found a full-time job at an 
American company that had connections with Japan. She enjoyed her 
life and her work, but after two years, her visa expiration date was 
approaching and even though her company offered to sponsor her for a 
visa extension she decided to resign and return to Japan. When asked 
why she chose to do so, Yumi explicitly linked her decision to 
Japanese language use, and a fear of being unable to penetrate the 
cultural barriers of Japanese workplace culture if she spent any longer 
in the U.S.A. (Yumi interview 1). She was then twenty-seven years old 
and had never worked in Japan. She explained that when she interacted 
with colleagues from Japan at her American company, she saw how 
differently they spoke and behaved in a business context. She feared 
being ostracized and thought of as ‘weird’ if at the age of thirty she 
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was ignorant of the appropriate language and business etiquette in the 
Japanese context. Indeed, she experienced many language difficulties 
at her first job when she returned to Japan. Yumi had to communicate 
with clients at a very ‘old-fashioned, traditional’ firm, and experienced 
great pressure to improve her use of honorific Japanese language for 
these situations (Yumi interview 1). Yumi recalled that her husband, 
who had never lived outside Japan, had also told her that her Japanese 
was ‘really weird’ when they first met upon her return from the U.S.A. 
At the time of the interviews, she said that she had already forgotten 
some of the English she knew but had tried to maintain her language 
skills by joining an English conversation group organized by her 
workplace. Her manager had suggested joining the group as a way of 
working toward being assigned to one of the company’s overseas 
offices where English was an essential skill. Yumi claimed that she 
was open to the idea of working overseas in the future, as was her 
husband. Her friendship with fellow returnee Hiro, and his Chinese 
wife Mary, was a great help to her readjustment.  
 
- Hiro 
Hiro was aware of his difference from others in terms of language use 
and life experiences and embraced it. He married a woman from 
Hong Kong and as of the final interview, he had plans to continue 
their international lifestyle trajectory by moving overseas to an 
English-speaking country. In his interviews, Hiro and his wife Mary 
both expressed their wish that their son would be able to broaden his 
horizons by living outside Japan and experiencing an English 
language environment (Hiro interview 2). In Japan, even their young 
son was being singled out for his bilingual and bicultural identity. 
During the interview period, he was assessed by the local ward office 
and it was recommended that Hiro and Mary use only Japanese in the 
home, as their son’s Japanese language development was deemed to 
be suffering from their bilingual household.     
 
- Mayu 
In contrast to the other returnees, Mayu reported a neutral, bordering 
on positive experience, of being looked up to by her high school 
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classmates for her English skills. According to Mayu, her high level of 
English proficiency was accepted as a normal outcome of her years in 
America, and a part of her identity recognized by her classmates. As 
she explained in her first interview, very few of the other students in 
the school had any kind of international experience. This meant that 
from the beginning, Mayu stood out due to her English proficiency and 
overseas experience. She reported that she was admired, rather than 
ostracized, for her bilingual capabilities (Mayu interview 1).  
 
It would seem that her bilingualism and returnee identity had no 
negative impact on her social interactions and sense of belonging in 
Japan. However, Mayu’s experiences post-high school also 
demonstrated how the rapid development of communication 
technologies in the past decade has added new nuances to the way 
individuals experience and process overseas sojourns and ‘re-entry 
shock’ or ‘reverse culture shock.’ At the time of the interviews, Mayu 
was undertaking shuukatsu (就活), or job-hunting activities. She 
reached a point where she found it discouraging and stressful to 
engage with Japanese peers who were involved in the same activities. 
Instead, she reported that her closest friend was a Korean female 
student whom she met during her university exchange in the U.S.A. 
(Mayu interview 1 and Mayu interview 2). They kept in touch (using 
English) via regular Facebook Messenger voice calls. Despite the 
distance and time difference, communication technologies enabled 
Mayu to maintain this connection, which also would not have been 
possible without her bilingual abilities.  
 
Since 2008 with the advent of the smartphone, and the widespread 
popularity of internet-based communication, Japanese returnees 
have gained the ability to maintain transnational communication 
with contacts outside Japan with greater ease than before. Using 
these technologies affords them the opportunity to create spaces in 
which to exercise their intercultural competencies by communicating 
in languages other than Japanese and expressing other aspects of 
their bicultural identity (Ye and Uchida 2017). Of course, these 
technologies also provide the means to communicate with social 
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networks within Japan while they are overseas, thus potentially 
resulting in far more complex negotiations of bicultural identity 
daily with each instance of communication. For Mayu, it was 
beneficial to be able to maintain communication using English with 
her non-Japanese friend in the U.S.A. as a form of escape from the 
pressures she was experiencing in Japan.  
 
2.4 Results and findings  
 
Similar to prior studies on Japanese returnees, for the most part the participants in 
the present study experienced forms of marginalization and difficulty in 
readjusting, even years after returning from overseas. Furthermore, while they 
were an invisible minority, with no distinctive differences in physical appearance, 
their differences from those around them were revealed by their use of language. 
Their lack of Japanese proficiency in certain contexts, as well as their proficiency 
in English, set them apart. In most cases, except for Mayu who was reportedly 
admired for her difference, this was a negative experience for them. The bilingual 
Japanese participants in the present study found refuge either in communicating 
with contacts outside Japan, or with the few fellow returnee friends they were able 
to find. Natsumi and Mayu also found ‘escape routes’ from their Japanese 
surroundings through their bicultural and bilingual identities – Natsumi through 
her love of English literature, and Mayu through her international friendships. For 
Hiro and Yumi, their future career plans seemed to be set overseas, implying that 
perhaps ultimately the best coping strategy was to leave Japan altogether.  
 
The experiences of some of the participants in being told that their Japanese 
language use was unnatural or strange resonates with the experiences of the Coda 
involved in Ando’s study. Some Coda identify sign language as their first 
language and have been told by Japanese people around them that their spoken 
Japanese is ‘strange’. Despite their disparity at first glance, Japanese returnees and 
Japanese Coda in fact share this common experience: being an invisible minority 
in Japan and experiencing various forms of marginalization due to their difference 
in language use and experiences from those around them.  
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3. Japanese Coda 
 
3.1 What (Who) is Coda? 
 
The origin of the term Coda is CODA, the non-profit organization for hearing 
sons and daughters of deaf parent/s established in 1983 by Millie Brother. Coda 
usually refers to a hearing person with deaf parent/s; CODA refers to the 
organization. There is only one expression in Japanese. However, there are a 
variety of expressions for Coda in English; the term Koda is also used to refer to 
hearing ‘kids’ of deaf adults, HCDA which is the acronym for Hearing Children 
of Deaf Adults, and ‘mother-father-deaf’ comes from sign language expressions. 
In the Coda community, there are claims that ‘Coda’ should be used to describe 
hearing children of Deaf parent/s who identify themselves as culturally Deaf4 and 
develop their Coda identity by attending CODA meetings or conferences (Bishop 
and Hicks 2009). On the other hand, the lower case ‘Coda’ refers to hearing 
children of deaf parent/s, but who would not identify themselves as culturally 
Deaf. The need for such terminology arises from the fact that “there are cultural 
and linguistic differences between hearing adults with Deaf parents and hearing 
adults with hearing parents” (Bishop and Hicks 2009). Hearing children of Deaf 
parent/s, Coda, are different from Deaf children of Deaf parents because Coda are 
able to hear and are culturally Deaf (Knight 2013). Those hearing children of Deaf 
parent/s who find it difficult to fit into Deaf /hearing categories tend to choose 
Coda as a ‘third niche’ (Bishop and Hicks 2009). This study uses the term Coda, 
since it is the most popular way to describe a hearing child of deaf parent/s.  
 
3.2 Coda as bilingual and bicultural 
 
Coda are often described as bicultural of Deaf and Hearing cultures, and bilingual 
of sign and spoken languages. The uniqueness of Coda bilingualism is that the 
two languages have different modalities: visual and auditory. This is called 
‘bimodal bilingualism’ (Emmorey et al. 2005; 2008). Bimodal bilingualism 
allows Coda to code-blend, or to produce speech and sign simultaneously. Coda 
talk is the type of speech that is influenced by the syntax of sign language, and 
only used in a Coda-only environment. Code-blending can be included in Coda 
talk if it is used in a Coda-only environment. 
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Many Coda grow up being familiar with sign language. However, sign language 
use of Coda, especially when they are children, is limited to communication with 
their deaf/Deaf parent/s, or home communication. Therefore, the dominant 
language of Coda is likely to be spoken Japanese, the language of the majority. 
This fact leads to Coda becoming minority bilinguals in Japanese society.  
 
When talking about bilingualism among Coda, it is difficult to reach one single 
conclusion. Since their backgrounds are varied, bilingualism of Coda is quite 
dynamic. Factors that can impact bilingualism of Coda are: background of 
parents; family structure; gender; and age. This situation is similar to bilingualism 
of Deaf people.  The language use of Coda depends on whether parents are 
profoundly deaf, hard-of hearing, or late-deafened. Also, the language use of 
parents, which is influenced by the educational background of deaf/Deaf parent/s 
and identity, can have an impact on the bilingualism of Coda. Regarding family 
structure, the proportion of deaf/Deaf members in the family, which members are 
deaf/Deaf in the family (both parents, father/mother only), and whether Coda have 
any siblings or not, can affect their bilingualism. According to Preston (1995), an 
older female Coda tends to be fluent in sign language because she is likely to play 
the role of family interpreter. Finally, age also matters because the situation of 
Coda who were born sixty years ago and those born twenty years ago is different. 
Compared to sixty years ago, deaf/Deaf people have improved their position in 
society. Within the past two decades, the educational and job opportunities of 
deaf/Deaf people have increased and laws protecting disabled people have been 
enacted. These social movements have increased life opportunities and broadened 
horizons not only for deaf/Deaf people, but also for Coda. 
 
3.3 Coda identity and Deaf identity 
 
Recently, the term ‘Coda identity’ has emerged (Knight 2013). Few studies have 
been conducted on Coda identity, whereas studies on Deaf identity have been 
undertaken worldwide. In those studies, factors influencing Deaf identity have 
been identified and analyzed. The studies found that educational background of 
deaf/Deaf people and self-esteem affect how Deaf identity is established. Carter 
and Mireles (2016) concluded that educational background is related to 
self-esteem. Highly educated deaf individuals tended to have higher self-esteem, 
which resulted in forming a stronger Deaf identity. Bat-chava (2000) mentioned if 
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a deaf/Deaf person has a positive attitude toward deafness, they tend to have 
higher self-esteem. Family background, such as whether parents are hearing or 
deaf/Deaf parents, can influence Deaf identity (Ohna 2004). Also, the language 
used, and acceptance by the Deaf community are factors that influence Deaf 
identity (Mcilroy and Storbeck 2011). Hearing ability also influences Deaf 
identity. Hard-of-hearing people tend to have difficulties fitting into the Deaf 
community because the experiences of deaf/Deaf people and hard-of-hearing 
people are different. Therefore, some hard-of-hearing people have an identity of 
hard-of-hearing (Fujishima and Iwata 2018).  
 
Since the term ‘Coda identity’ has only recently emerged and is not fully 
developed, this study aims to contribute to the definition of ‘Coda identity’. 
‘Identity’ in this study means: (1) A sense of belonging to a certain social 
group (Leigh 2009); and (2) How often Coda consider themselves as ‘Coda’ 
(Carter and Mireles 2016).  
 
3.4 Research on five Japanese adult Coda 
 
Five adult Coda participated in this study. From March to June 2016 two to four 
hour-long interviews were conducted two to three times. Interview data was 
transcribed and analyzed using Kinoshita’s Modified Grounded Theory Approach 
(2003). Participant background is shown in Table 2. Thirty-three participants were 
first asked to fill in a paper-based questionnaire. The questionnaire was distributed 
to the Coda community and through the Coda organization in Tokyo. Then five 
participants were selected based on the information given in the questionnaires. 
Sign language ability and self-awareness as Coda were self-reported. Participant 
background was varied because this study aimed at focusing on Coda diversity; 
therefore the study collected data from Coda who had different backgrounds. 
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Table 2: Coda participants 
Participant5 Sex Age Family background Sign language 
ability 
Self-awareness 
as Coda 
Ken Male 58 Deaf parents 
Younger sister 
Relatively 
high 
Weak 
Mika Female 24 Hearing father 
Late-deafened mother 
Older sister 
Relatively low Relatively 
strong 
Risa Female 33 Deaf parents Relatively low Relatively 
strong 
Hana Female 42 Hearing father 
Deaf mother 
Younger sister 
High Relatively 
strong 
Takeshi Male 33 Deaf parents 
Younger sister 
Relatively 
high 
Strong 
 
 
3.5 Results and findings 
 
3.5.1 What is ‘Coda Identity’? 
 
The interview found that factors influencing Coda identity were sign language 
fluency and hearing ability of parents. The result resonates with studies on Deaf 
identity that demonstrated that identity is influenced by these two aspects 
(Mcilroy and Storbeck 2011; Fujishima and Iwata 2018). Findings of the 
interviews identified other aspects that follow the findings of studies on Deaf 
identity, such as acceptance by the community (Mcilroy and Storbeck 2011) and 
self-esteem (Carter and Mireles 2016). This study also found that parent-child 
communication can affect the self-evaluation of sign language ability of Coda. 
Therefore, this study suggests that parent-child communication affects identity of 
Coda. The following section provides findings of each participant. 
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3.5.2 Findings in each Coda participant 
 
- Ken  
Even though he had both positive aspects of Coda identity, Ken 
self-evaluated his Coda identity as weak. This result may be affected 
by his age, and the historical background of deaf people and sign 
language. Ken was fifty-eight years old at the time of the interviews, 
and his parents were over eighty-five years old. In his parents’ 
generation (1940s), deaf people were severely discriminated against, 
and his parents were not able to gain or complete compulsory 
education. Consequently, Ken held the belief that deaf people are 
uneducated, and sign language is less prestigious than spoken language. 
He himself struggled with discrimination, and he has wanted to live as 
an ordinary person, not as a hearing child of deaf adults. These factors 
made it difficult for him to accept himself as Coda. He had once 
attended a CODA meeting two or three years before the interview, but 
was still unfamiliar with the community, which also made it difficult 
for him to feel accepted by other Coda. However, during the 
interviews, it seemed that he started to feel accepted by the interviewer, 
and that led him to move closer toward an ambivalent Coda identity. 
 
- Mika  
When communicating with her late-deafened mother, Misa uses 
lip-reading with supplemental use of signed words. She considers her 
sign language as sim-coms6, not sign language, which led her to 
self-evaluate her sign language as low. Even though these aspects 
should negatively affect her self-acceptance as Coda, her active 
involvement in Coda events for more than five years has led her to feel 
acceptance by other Coda.  
 
- Risa 
Even though both of her parents are deaf, Risa seldom uses sign 
language as a means of communication with them; she uses lip-readings, 
or sim-coms. Furthermore, she commented that the sign language she is 
accustomed to using is not Japanese Sign Language. She feels a sort of  
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inferiority at being unable to use Japanese Sign Language, which caused 
her low self-evaluation of sign language. However, she had started to 
attend Coda meetings at the time of the interviews which made her feel 
accepted by other Coda and she was happy to find common ground with 
others in the community. These factors have led her towards an 
ambivalent Coda identity. 
 
- Hana 
Although she communicates with her deaf mother in sign language and 
self-evaluates her sign language skills as high, having a hearing father 
negatively affects her identity as Coda, which made it difficult for 
Hana to accept herself as Coda. However, Hana often attends Coda 
events. There, she feels accepted by other Coda. These factors have led 
her to develop a relatively strong, or as this type of identity is 
described, ‘ambivalent’ Coda identity. 
 
In Mika, Risa and Hana’s cases, the feelings of being accepted by the community 
impacted their self-acceptance as Coda to some extent, though their Coda identity 
is ambivalent because of the negative aspects they have of Coda identity. 
 
- Takeshi 
As Takeshi uses sign language for parent-child communication, he 
self-evaluated his sign language skills as high. In addition to this, his 
parents are both profoundly deaf. These two aspects led him to accept 
himself as Coda. This ‘acceptance of oneself as Coda’ can be regarded 
as ‘self-esteem’, which is one of the aspects of deaf identity. He 
frequently attends Coda events, on which occasions he feels acceptance 
by other Coda. These aspects have led him to have a high 
self-awareness as Coda, or a strong Coda identity. 
 
4. Conclusion 
 
In this paper, the interview data of two invisible minority groups, Japanese 
returnees and Japanese Coda, were analyzed and discussed. In Lovely’s study 
(Part 2), the narratives of four Japanese returnees was discussed. Although the 
Japanese government encourages its citizens to study abroad and be international, 
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the bicultural and bilingual identities of Japanese returnees is marginalized in 
Japanese society. Some feel they are marginalized because of their unique 
experiences and English language skills. It was found that cultural and language 
differences made the returnees conspicuous in mostly negative ways, with one 
exception. Three of the participants experienced their Japanese being called 
‘weird’ and deemed inappropriate at times by those around them. Since Japanese 
society welcomes conformity, some returnees try to downplay their experiences 
abroad and fit in. Other returnees plan a future life outside Japan in order to 
escape this marginalized identity.  
 
Ando’s study (Part 3) aimed at identifying and providing further evidence of 
aspects of Coda identity using interview data with five Coda from different 
backgrounds. If a Coda has both aspects (sign language fluency and profoundly 
deaf parents) of Coda identity, s/he is likely to accept him/herself as Coda. If 
either one of these aspects is lacking, it becomes difficult for a Coda to accept 
him/herself as Coda and s/he becomes ambivalent. In addition to these two 
aspects of Coda identity, feeling self-esteem and feeling accepted by the 
community are also important factors of Coda identity. These findings were 
consistent with factors of Deaf identity. Bilingualism of Japanese Coda is a 
relatively new field in the studies of bilingualism, and few studies have been 
conducted compared to unimodal bilingualism. To society in general, Coda 
bilingualism and the term Coda itself are still invisible. Not only Japanese society, 
but also the Coda themselves are unaware of their bilingualism and the term. 
Therefore, more research must be undertaken in order to make Coda more visible 
academically and socially.  
 
At first glance these two groups, returnees and Coda, appear to be very different; 
Coda are born as Coda due to their parents’ hearing condition, something over 
which they have no control, whereas returnees are not born returnees. However, 
both groups have some element of choice when it comes to developing and 
embracing their bicultural identity. Returnees can choose to continue to engage 
with non-Japanese mass media and adhere to certain non-Japanese values and 
behaviors. In the same way, as Coda grow up, they can choose to live wholly as a 
part of the hearing community, or they can develop their bilingual and bicultural 
identity as part of the deaf community. This is a long-term process of change that 
both groups experience, negotiating their identities as a minority group in 
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Japanese society. With the widespread push among Japanese universities for 
globalization, English may become more widely used and prestigious; thus, the 
status of returnees could potentially improve. In contrast, sign language is not as 
prestigious as spoken language, including English, meaning that without 
significant efforts from Japanese government bodies and the wider community, 
the status of Coda identity is likely to remain invisible and marginalized.  
 
 
                                               
1 This joint paper is based on Young Scholar Presentations, The Linguapax Asia 2018 international 
symposium on the theme of Bilingualism Now: The Imperative Issues in Bilingualism and Bilingual 
Education, held at Tsukuba University on June 23rd, 2018. 
2 The study was made possible by the support of the Showa Women’s University Mariko Bando Fellowship 
which enabled the author to complete a year of independent post-doctoral research in Tokyo.   
3 Pseudonyms have been used. 
4 There are two different models to see deaf/Deaf people: ‘deaf’ focuses on health and oral intervention, 
while ‘Deaf’ pays attention to their cultural and linguistic aspects (Leigh and Andrews 2017). 
5 Pseudonyms have been used. 
6 Sim-coms, or Simultaneous Communications, is sign language communication based on the grammar of 
spoken language. 
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